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The Website game has changed 
with a Quantum leap this past two 
years. First the days of the “Oh so 
arty website” with copious 
amounts of flash, and endless lines 
of text that makes Wikipedia look 
lame are now gone. Your website? 
Needs to be a lean mean marketing 
machine rather than a 4 color multi 
page Brochure! 

Next? With over 75% of people doing searches for anything 
on Mobile If your website cannot be seen on a Mobile 
device? You’re basically out of the game.

But being seen and being noticed are two very different 
things.75%

Flashy website Wikipedia look website

The Game has Changed
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In April 2015 Google made the big announcement that if your 
Website is not Mobile Optimized your rankings will plummet, the 
sky will fall and your business world will turn to dust that’s why 
that announcement was dubbed MobiGeddon by some.

Well yes, some of it was true, and they 
even had this handy little test you could 
perform to make sure your life would be 
spared and the sun would still shine the 
next day, but as I said being seen and 
being noticed are two different things.

The little test did show many sites that 
are mobile optimized, so yes you could 
view them on a Mobile or Tablet but 
what they didn’t test? Was, does the site 
work, is it functional, could people 
easily find the information they are 
looking for? Does it SELL? The answer 
is ....NO
i

Mobile Optimized

?



what is optimized?

So what is Mobile Optimized? In simple 
terms it’s some wonderful magic that 
happens when you access a website from 
a mobile device. The technology fairy 
works and then sends you the Mobile, 
“look” which in reality is just a view that 
has been adjusted to accommodate the 
screen size. Does that work? Sort of.

It’s like a Family sedan and a compact car 
both have 5 seatbelts but in reality it’s a 
lot more comfortable for five in a Family 
Sedan as it’s designed for it, the compact? 
Yes it will do the job but your bottom will 
be a bit sore and you will need to stretch 
when you go further than the Local Store!



the problem
Technology moving as fast as it does and 
people’s needs using that technology 
have also changed. Faster, and "Less" is 
what today’s consumer wants. 

When they are sitting at their 26 TV screen in 
the office they love websites they can waste 
lots of precious time, it’s sort of like going to 
the Library, they are happy to sit down and 
read a book.

However not many people go to library 
anymore so the Old desktop look is not going 
to fully cut it. 

When that Consumer person gets to your 
website, using a Tablet or Mobile they don’t 
want all that information, too many pretty 
pictures, scrolling and scrolling through a 
Wikipedia of Information

They want to get straight to the point and 
they don’t want to look for it. So there best 
be buttons that are clearly labeled to satisfy 
their needs and desires or else they are going 
to backspace and look for a website that 
makes them smile.

You can start to see that Optimized was ok a 
couple of years back but now? You need 
to design with 3 screens and consumer 
needs in mind. You need to look at Dynamic 
Design.
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the SOLUTION

DUDAONE DYNAMIC DESIGN

TheCamel.co has been in the Mobile Web design business 
from the get-go, we started with Mobile Phone websites and 
really stretched the boundaries. Our “FrontPage” 
Mobile designs went from a thingy you tacked on to main 
websites to keep phone users happy, to fully customized 
sites that often look better than the main sites.

We realized over a year ago that the market was changing, with the stats growing rapidly of 
Tablet and Mobile use, and moreover the habits of people using these devices had migrated more 
to a “Social Media” mentality when searching. The searcher now wants to browse sites that 
satisfy the “click to like” make no comments culture you see now on Facebook.

TheCamel took this feedback and designed 
a solution, using “DudaOne Design” 
more than just being optimized, so 
what does that mean?

Let’s take a look at each device and what’s 
important.



The Traditional Desktop

Ok so back in the day (LOL Two Years ago) what was our desktop design? Well it 
had a lot in common with Chinese New Year or a vacant lot!

Chinese New Year look, we had Flash 
fireworks on the screen and it was 
BUSY. Lots of movement, boxes 
pictures all over the place and enough 
content that if it was printed there 
would be few trees left on the planet!

Vacant lot? Well that was a single 
image with associated music that 
would play by itself and drive you 
workmate mad, and a button that said 
“Enter” which lead you usually into the 
Chinese New Year event and Wikipedia 
content.



So what’s the problem? Well now they take forever to load so they are not 
on Google’s happy list, and secondly customers would now be screaming, 
“Where can I find what I want” show me the steak forget the Sizzle, 
if I want entertainment I will go to the Circus!

So does that last few paragraphs explain the change? The Desktop site of 
the Dynamic design must be a marketing machine that sells and 
demonstrates the services or products of your business quickly and easily. Yes, 
it needs to have a sensational first impression on the eyes but then it must get 
to the point of why people are visiting it.It’s no longer a Brochure for Chinese 
New Year or a Vacant Lot. It's a sales and marketing machine.

PROMoFREE



The DUDAONE Desktop

What should be the design Mantra you should be chanting when thinking of, 
“What should my new website look like?”

Out of the Box this desktop has to get straight to the point of what your business 
is all about and what you offer, you only have a short time frame to gain interest 
so make it impactful.

What is the average WOW? Let me see what I need to know to make a 
buying/booking choice don’t make me look for it!

WOW
WHAT OTHERS WANT

&

You should focus on
T H E R E  I S

ON A FIRST IMPRESSION
no SECOND

CHANCE



Keep It Clean to stay away from
the Chinese New Year fireworks look is 
primary

MORE TABS LESS TEXT. We advise
strongly as we can to lessen the 
information text, but if you're 
really committed to the fact 
that your customers are going to 
read it, well the best thing is put it in 
easy to find boxes. The less people 
have to search, scroll, and roll the old 
mouse down the better. Put it all 
under TABS that are clearly designed 
and labeled. So it becomes a “Click 
and see”

So what are the main design attributes?



Keep away from having a front door on 
your page that says “Enter” remember 
keep it stunning but simple to operate. 
The more actions people have to take 
to get to where they want to be is 
making it more possible for them to opt 
out of your site and go where it’s easier. 
Think why they have Video Game 
Cheats available, why? Because people 
sooner later get sick of getting killed in 
a game and want to move further and 
faster so they get the cheat links.

So what are the main design attributes?



Great Image or Sliders, or Video. Awesome Opening Statement, Less Text, 
Organized TABS, Minimal Scroll, No Enter Here first page. And if at any point the 
information customers are seeing will lead to a Buying/booking/reserving 
moment? You need a “Call to Action” A link to Call you, Email you, Contact you 
by Carrier Pidgeon doesn’t matter but it must be the Call!

The WOW Summary?

HOME

Great Images

organized tabs

CLICK TO ACTION

Opening statement

Less texts

>T

TAGLINE

BUTTON

CLICK TO ACTION

BUTTON



And of course…An attention grabbing insiteS
that changes regularly

Insite



The DUDAONE Tablet

A child’s learning toy, with big holes to make sure they can 
get the shapes in the right place. This would be the best 
way I can describe how to design the Tablet Site for your 
business.

Do you remember these?



Tablet users like big buttons, they really 
dislike it when all the information they are 
trying to find is squeezed onto an 8 or 10 
inch screen. They much prefer a Sensational 
Opening Image and then a bunch of nice big 
buttons that are clearly marked with titles 
that can allow them to click and go where 
they want to be. They even like sub 
sections, whatever stops them from the 
Downhill where am I scroll will keep them 
happy. Tablet users are the most relaxed of 
all device users, they are most likely lying in 
bed, laying on the couch or sitting at the 
dining table drinking the morning coffee, so 
they like to not get stressed and that’s why 
they love big buttons. They also like the 
text a little bigger than normal.

KEEP IT BIG



How much text can we put on a Tablet, 
how much information compared to the 
big brother desktop site? You should 
look at minimising by about 40% from 
the desktop design. LESS Images Less texts

>T
BIG BUTTONS

BUTTON



Think of the Kids Toy, make it as easy 
as possible to click on a nice big 
button to get customers to where 
they want to be. Most importantly? If 
the information contained behind 
those buttons leads to a Booking, 
Buying, Calling or Contact Moment? 
Make sure there is a, “Call to action” 
Call us, email us, Message us is what 
is not needed….It’s a must. 

Remember Tablet users are not short 
sighted, they are just usually 
relaxed!

PS. Don’t forget the Insite!

Summary of the DUDAONE Tablet?

Insite



Ok, here we are The Mobile Phone 
design, wow we finally got here, did we 
save the best till last? Well with billions 
of them all over the world and knowing 
that people would prefer to leave home 
without their wallet than the 
Smartphone, we would have to say they 
are pretty important.

We need to also remember according to 
Google over 75% of searches are now 
via the Smartphone so I guess that sums 
up the importance of the Mobile design!

What do we consider the Major Key 
WOW (What others Want) thought 
process of this part of DudaOne? 

The DuDAONE Mobile Phone Site

YOUR GREATEST HITS



Yep the content of the DudaOne Mobile 
site should be “Way” less than what you 
have on your desktop, it should be your 
best, the most important the content 
should be, “Your Greatest Hits” all 
contained in custom built buttons so 
all a customer should see when they 
hit your site is A Sensational Image, 
Slider and six to eight custom buttons 
with all the information that is 
important to them to make a 
buying/booking decision.

What Information is important? Location, 
short and Sweet About us, Contact us, if 
you’re a Restaurant Menu, Reviews, 
Gallery, if you have Videos as long as they 
are short and straight to the point its 
great. If your marketing a product pick 
your best sellers and show them on your 
site, no need to put the entire catalogue, 
and no need for wikipedia style product 
descriptions.

Great Images customized 
buttons

BUTTON

Image slider



Call to action? Is super important on 
Mobile so at any point where the next 
step is to contact/book make sure 
there is an action to make it happen. 
Links to Call or Email are needed.

With Mobile Soclai Media is also 
important as it promotes Customer 
Comment, Picture and link sharing.

To Summarise the WOW of 
DUDAONE Mobile? 
Just keep your mind on YOUR 
GREATEST HITS, and the Mobile site 
will be one of them.

Insite



We have gone through a little history here, took into account Google Stats, Industry and 
Technology moves but if we had to settle on what is the best advice for Dynamic Design?

Keep WOW in mind, focus on What Others Want, keep your ego a little in check, and if 
your going to listen to outside experts ask your customers what they would like to see.

We look forward to building an awesome First Impression for your business and 
making your DudaOne Customer Attraction Program Live.



THANK YOU!




